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A comprehensive product line that includes latest 

generation foams: hypoallergenic and ergonomic 

mattresses where, seamlessly, high-level performance

and clever design mutually converge.

The external covers are manufactured with

the finest attention to detail and delicate fabrics enclosed 

in geometric patterns underline the originality of our de-

signs, resulting in a perfect combination of comfort

and the latest three-dimensional quilting techniques.
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Natura KapoK
the Freshness oF silK and cotton

Breathable and elastic with optimum hypoallergenic and 

antibacterial characteristics, this product is realised in 

hollow core thermal polyester fibres that ensure the

flow of air and assist with the evaporation of humidity 

generated by the body during rest. It is supplied by 

Dacron®, a European leader in the production of  

padding fibres. The external fabric is treated with  

antibacterial products to protect against dust mites.

Vegetable silk padding. This extremely light and elastic 

fibre is made from ultra-thin filaments of cellulose full 

of air pockets, covered by a layer of natural wax, 

obtained from the fruits of the tropical Kapok tree. 

With the ability to trap up to 80% of air, it is an 

excellent insulator and inhospitable to bacteria thanks 

to its rapid drying property.

The external fabric is treated with antibacterial 

products.

The Xcite® technical textile cover is made of hi-tech 

yarn with peculiar "fresh feeling"; owing its 

characteristic to the alternating of padded and soft 

areas with breathable zones, thus improving the air 

flow for ultimate comfort in warm temperatures.

This cover is made with Xcite® fabric, the latest 

textile innovation that "breathes": the three-

dimensional fabric interchanged with textile bands 

ensures optimal ventilation, as well as displaying 

milk white and deep blue color combination.

The Tex cover is made with fine pearl-grey and 

denim blue two-tone fabric, enriched with 

micro-padding inserts for improved comfort.
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